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Third Quarterly Report for the
THE STATE-WIDE PALEONTOLOGIC-MINERALOGIC SURVEY

covering the months of October, Novomber, andDecember

At the completion of the fourth quarter of 1939 the State-Wide

Paleontologic-I -ineralogie Survey was operating nine field units and one

laboratory unit, employing a total of 177 workers on the various projects,

During the fourth quarter of the year, two now field units were started,

and two of the old units were moved €0 nmr locations in other counties. Ho

unit of the project was suspended during the past quarter-year*

Reviewing the progress of the project for the year of 1939, the

first two wits of the project were started on llarch 5, in Bee and Live Oak

counties* From time to time during the reminder of the year nine additional

field units and laboratory units were added. Only one of the units, the

Sen Antonio Laboratory, was suspended, the reminder were all actively

operating at the close of the year# The project as a whole has operated

smoothly and efficiently, and the units 'have made progressive improvements

throughout the year, The unit supervisors have become increasingly familiar

with the geological conditions in their respective working areas, and some

of the workers have displayed a most gratifying interest and aptitude for

their work*

?.’ost of the work done by the project during the year consisted of

collecting and preparing vertebrato fossils, A total of fourty-few fossil

localities were excavated by the various field units, and a number of addi-

tional premising localities were discovered. The regular field units

operated in the south, east, northeast, and west parts of the state, and the

Mobile Unit has made collecting trips into central and south Terns, Collec-

tions of vertebrate fossils were made frost; Permian, Triasaio, Cretaceous,

Pliocene, and Pleistocene formations, A total of more than three thousand



specimens were collected and delivered to the Bureau of Economic Geology

whore they are being prepared and restored by the Austin Laboratory Unit.

Some two thousand specimens were prepared and restored in the two labora-

tories during the year# In addition to the work done on vertebrate fossils,

smaller but important collections weye made of invertebrate and plant-

fossils and minerals.

It will not be possible to make a final statement as to the

accomplishments of the project as s whole until after all of the specimens

recovered hare been prepared and studied in detail, However, during the

veer of 1939 the following important results have been obtained* 1, A.

large collection of scientifically inportant fossils have been obtained, a

part of which are being exhibited in the Texas Memorial Museum for the

interest and education of the lay public, end the remainder being made

ready for study and description, 2, Two very important discoveries were

made of man-made objects, one in Bee County and the other in Henderson County,

in Pleistocene stream terraces. These discoveries have added significantly

to the solving of a century-old problem concerning the antiquity of man in

America, and have again demonstrated the association or early man with some

of the extinct animals, 3, Data collected incident to the collecting of

fossils has added to the existing knowledge concerning the several rock

groups from which the collections have been made.
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This unit is still operating from, its base in Beeville and is

excavating on the Buckner Ranch locality where it has been working con-

tinuously since its opening on March 5, 1333. During the period comprising

October, November, and December the Beeville unit employed an average of

seventeen certified and one non-certified workers* In addition to the

work done on Sites 1,2, and 3 on the Buckner Ranch, several other sites in

Bee County have been opened and investigated*

It Bit© 1 on the Buckner Ranch both the Pliocene and the terrace

hori 2ons hare continued to produce an abundance of mastodon bones, four

skulls, two mandibles, two femora, and numerous other bones were collected

during the quarter* Jaa extension pit la the Pliocene bed was dug on the

east side of Site 1* This sew pit produced a large turtle as well as a

number of horse, mastodon, and camel bones. The fossils of the long-

jawed wrfcodon continue to make tqp slightly more than eighiy percent of the

total member of specimens collected at this horizon, the remaining approxi-

mate twenty percent include the squids, cartel, turtle, and several other

less-abundant forms, named in the order of their abundance*

The terrace horizon at Site 1 has been further explored by opening

an extension of the old pit* She new excavation is approximately forty

feet by sixty-five feet, and has been worked to an average depth of about

ten feet. The new pit has yielded twenty-five artifacts and several frag-

mentary fossils although the principal fossil horizon, which is at the base

of the terrace, has not been reached. This pit, when completed, will con-

clude the work at Site 1 unless some unexpected discovery should warrant

further excavations.

Site 3 of the Buckner Bench locality ms completed during the
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past quarter-year* At this site an excavation thirty feet by sixty-five

feet was opened to a depth of about twenty feet* This excavation yielded

©a astragalus and twenty-four teeth of Ecuns, a limb bone and solar of a

proboscidian, and various fragmentary, unidentifiable fossils*

Sit© 4 on the Buckner Ranch locality, about one ail© d cramstreaa

on Blanco Creek from Site 1, consisted of two test pits ©t places where

evidence of fossil bones were found. Those two pits yielded the palate

and cheek teeth of Eouus, some Bison foot elements, and fragmentary bones

of Sfttus and proboscidian. Sit© 4is not sufficiently important to warrant

extensive work, and has bean abandoned*

Qsi the Filler-Ilogers-Bfcien Ranch, southeast of Beeville, a fossil

bed was opened and worked for several days* This site produced a veiy good

set of Elephas tusks and a partial mndifel© with a molar intact. This sit©

say be worked aor© extensively at a later date, since it say contain other

good fossils*
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This field unit operated la Live Oak County u til October 15*

at ■which time it was sored to San Patricio County* Since October 15* the

unit base has been in Aransas Bass* and the work has been confined almost

exclusively to excavating a fossil bed near Inglesidee. The unit has em-

ployed an average of thirteen certified and on# non-certifio< *s*

At Site 8 on Ten Mile Creek in Live Oak County, only two weeks

of work were done during the past quarter-year* A part of this time was

devoted to collecting earn© thirty additional specimens, most of which were

teeth and foot elements of the early Pliocene horses and camels. The

remainder of the time ims spent in making backfill in the excavation and

in moving the portable tool shed and tools to the new location in San

Patricio County,

The site being worked in San Patricio County is about one mile

east of the tows of of Inglesides, and within about two miles of the Gulf

Coast* The surface elevation is approximately twenty feet above sea level.

The fossils occur at a depth of from six.feet to ten feet in what is known

as the Tedfora Caliche Pit, which is a large excavation that lias been worked

extensively for road-surfacing isaterial* The deposit in which the fossils

occur is an unconsolidated calcareous sand containing lentals of clay and

occasional rounded gravels* The sand, which is resting uneonfornably on

the Be&mont Clay, is the fill of a shallow fresh-water pond of post-Middle

Pleistocene age*

Fossil bones ere found in tbo basal four feet of the pond-fill,

end occur in greatest numbers in the depressions, or in the places where

the pond was deepest* It is a significant fact that all of the larger

oathlete specimens of a fragile nature, such as the various skulls, tusks.
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and complete turtles, have been found at the top of the fossil horizon,

never at the base of the depressions* At the base of the depressions the

pond-fill contains & great abundance of broken bones, but the only complete

bones are teeth, foot elements, and other srto.ll and durable skeletal parts*

Fortunately, a number of the bone fragments have been found to fit together

to produce the original complete bone* It is probable that during the early

stages of the pond’s filling the water ms too shallow at time® to cover

the bones continuously until they had a chance to be completely burled and

preserved in the sediment. Exposure of the skeletons to the weather and to

carnivorous animals would account for the broken and scattered condition of

the bones* The higher level which produces the relatively fragile,- but well

preserved specimens undoubtedly represents a period when the pond was cither

filling comparatively rapidly or was deep enough in water for the bones to

be completely submerged and protected until they had been covered by the

accumulating pond sediment*

The size of the pond as It originally appeared lies not teen

accurately determined, since excavations have been limited to a comparatively

email area. Forever, a Sight surface depression covering several acres in

which the pit is located probably marks the approximate boundaries of the

original pond. The depression Is characterised by a layer of secondarily

deposited caliche laying imediatoly beneath the surface soil, and it sup-

ports a vegetative cover quits different from, that of the rurrouadimg area*

The layer of caliche is probably derived from the fragmented shells of pond

snails which are abundant in the underlying sand* A few teet holes have been

dug immediately outside the borders of the depression* These tests did not

encounter the pond sand bed with its typical content® of shell and bon® frag-

ments. The information derived from the test hole® shows that the surface



depression marks' the boundary of the Pleistocene pond at least in the areas

adjacent to the test holes*

The vertebrate fossils ?Aiieh here been collected from the Tedford

pit represents the largest variety of forms, and some of the best preserved

specimens that have been collected by the Paleontologio-Miner&logie Project*

This locality, in fact, is probably the most prolific and one of the most

important Pleistocene vertebrate localities yet to be discovered in Texes.

Following is a tentative faunal list of the specimens collected to date from

the Tedford pit*

Mscesi
Legisosteus sp.

Aaghibia;
Amir* - probably 2 types of toads or frogs

Septiltftj
Testiidinata

2 or 3 types of turtles

Sqimrmta
1 Lisard - possibly A.rnhigbaeaa
2 or more snakes, all" dSKljr'i'aae

Avett
2 or more birds, one a email type* possibly hawk or owl*
the other large, probably shore birds.

Mammalias
Rodentia

1 seiurid, genus not yet determined

Carnivora

Cants of. ayersi
ones

|^rrSp.“Wrge)
Smiloaon sp*
WndeteSinebl® small carnivore

Proboscides
Mastodon of* americanug

’’'.Tephas"*cf« ool'Sa'bT

Art!©dactyls
Tayassuida© (peccary) genus not yet determined.

Probably Flatygoaus.
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Artiodactyla (coat,)
Cmelops sp*
'faaap'ox'Sm sp*

Wsm^spiT"
Tkl'oc'o.lleus sp.

Large oersrid, smaller than Germs canadensis, germs
not certainly determined*

Perissodactyla
Tapirus sp*
liqnus gp«

Xenarthra

lylodes sp,
Aypto&nt* possibly Boreogtraces

101 l over e thousand separate specimens of the above listed forms

have been collected from the Tedford pit during the past two and one-half

months* The turtles, particularly the vory large fora, are the most abundant

faunal element of the pit* Staaeroua fragments of plastron and carapace have

born found almost every day the pit has been worked. One complete plastron

measuring forty-two inches wide end forty-eight inches long ms recovered,

also several complete turtles of relatively small size* The proboscidians,

particularly the mastodon, are second to the turtles in abundance* Several

tusks and about fifty molars have been recovered in addition to numerous

other skeletal parts of these large animals. The bones of Sqims and ifylodoa

are about equally abundant, both forms being represented by numerous well

preserved bones and te-'th.

The Tedford pit has produced several specimens of mural Impor-

tune* including a complete skull with lower jaw of the largo Pleistocene

wolf* Cards ayersi. filth this skull wore found a number of li :b and foot

bones, and vertebrae belonging to the same individual! it is hopeful that

future work will result in finding more of the part® of this animal. A

nearly complete skull with lower jaw of horse, a skull of camel, and a

partial skull of a large ground sloth are among the other unusual specimens
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to b© recovered frai the pit erring the past p&rier-ye&r* A number df the

fossils are of sufficient to warrant separate description, This

can not be done, however, until after all of the material has bee®, cleaned

and prepared in the laboratory.

The limits of the fossil bed have apparently been determined and

exhausted in two directions, but there is good reason to believe that the

fossils extend for a considerable distance to the east in the ura-excavated

area* It is planned to continue working this site until a reasonably com-

plete fauna has been obtained or until the fossils are exhausted. Seen©

reconnaissance on the part of the Supervisor has disclosed the possibility

of other fossil beds in San atricio County, but these localities would require

sosws exploratory excavations to determine their value*

General view of pit at Site - 1
in San Patricio County
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Workers opposing fossil bed at Site - 1

San Patricio County

Four elephant teeth in place in the excavation
at Site -1, San Patricio County
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Workmen removing the plastron of a very

large turtle at Site - 1

Plastron of large turtle completely encased in

piaster cast
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Partial Skull of a large Bison from Site - 1

San Patricio County

Skull and lower law of fossil horse from Site - 1, San Patricio County
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field unit continued to operate throughout the fourth

quarter of the year from its base in Abilene, Taylor County* *n rverej© of

1? certified and one am-certified workers were employee! during the thro©

months period*

The greater part of the working tire ms spent in excavating at

Sit© 7 in the southeast part of the county* At this site extensive excava-

tions were made along the strike of the fossil horizon, and several addi-

tional test pits were opened at or near the same horizon at various places

within the general vicinity* A total of more than 100 specimens of the

Permian reptiles were collected, as well as numerous fossil leaves and fronds*

By far the most common fossil found at Sit© 7 is Dimstrodsa&i these reptiles

are represented by numerous spines, vertebrae, limb bones, and jaws* Several

partial and possibly complete skulls have been found and collected in blocks

of the enclosing clay matrix. Sine© the individual bones are not cleaned or

removed from their position in the clay until they are prepared la the labora-

tory, some time will be required before the quality and the exact number of

the specimens will b© known* The fossil bed at Site 7 is known to be quite

extensive end a long period of time -would be required to completely work out

the fossils. However, it is now thought that a representative collection

of the fauna has been collected and. it is probable that the site will be

abandoned within the coming quarter-year.

Site S is oil the J* J. Stewart: lease, aboxrt 2-|- alls# southwest of

Ovals* This site ms worked for about two weeks on the basis of scene verte-

brate fossils which were found weathering from the Permian clays at the

locality* This site was abandoned when the "bed was exposed for scene distance

and was found to contain only broken and largely unidentifiable fossils*
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General view of Site -7, southern Taylor County

Workmen excavating Reptiles- at Site - 7
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Red and blue clay beds exposed In

excavation at Site - 7

Workmen removing block of clay containing
fossils at Site - 7
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At the beginning of the past quarter-year, this work unit head-

quarters ms in Athens, Henderson County, hut was moved to Corsicana in

Kavarro County in the early part pf December* Th© uait alloyed an average

of ten certified, and on© a«a-o«rtifi©d workers for the period cowered by

this report* The two souths period during which the project operated in

Headers*® Comity was spent in excavating at the Bishop gravel pit approxi-

mately three miles north of Trinidad, Texas. The purpose in excavating at

this pit was to collect vertebrate fossils and to search for associated

evidences of ancient imn, A section some fifty feet long, twenty feet wide,

«uad twenty fact deep was excavated oa the south side of the old pit* She

.•material ms removed by pick and shovel and transported out of the pit by

wheelbarrows* Although this pit is in the son* terrace and contains similar

material to that of the Boatwright pit waich ms described in the previous

Quarterly Report, it proved to be relatively barren ©f fossils# However,

several specimens of importance were collected, including teeth of Equua

and tapir, a jaw of a carnivore, a perfect atlas of Blephas, and some addi-

tional fragmentary fossils. In addition to these fossils ms found a stone

bearing the carved markings of some ancient human inhabitant of the region*

The carved stone is the single moat important specimen to be recovered from,

the terrace by the project sine© it demonstrates a groat antiquity for man

in this region*

Paring the month of December the project operated at the Talley

Fersi* locality in northeastern Navarro Cowty,, about twenty-three irdles

northeast of Corsicana, This site is located ir. a remnant of the tiara

terrace of Trinity Fiver through which a levee cot was jaade several years

ago. The material rnldng up the terrace deposits consists ©f cross bedded

WORK PROJECT NO. 13129



sands and gravel -with included clay bait and concretion*. This sit© is also

a part of the terrace in which the Boatwright pit in Henderson County is

located. Along the new eroded gravel slopes of the levee out are found

numerous fossil bonfei* usually in condition, which have weathered

out of the gravel. The field unit is mixing test pit* at various points

along ghese slopes, where the concentration of fossils seen to b© most

abundant. The purpose of these excavations is to find a locality where the

bones are In sufficient abundance to warrant extensive collection. Fossils

of several kinds were collected during December* Including Bison* Elegh&s,

E'quais, and camel. Of these forms the elephants are most abundant, being

represented by several complete bones, parts of tusks, and several teeth. .

The fossils of Bison are next in abundance, since numerous limb and foot

elements, as well as teeth, have been found, Mthin a short time during

the next- quarter year can be determined where the better collecting spot

is located at this pit and whether the locality will prove sufficiently

important to justify extended Excavation.
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This tmit bee it® hesdquarters at Big Spring, Tessa®, esd ha®

«aplew*d an arera e of nine certified end one nan-certified workers through-

out the forrfch qmrter of 1939#

Work on this project for the three months period ms confined to

an area of about four square Mies in the vicinity of Otis Chalk, in the

south part of Howard County* The work consisted of prospecting for verte-

brate fossil localities and in excavating and collecting fossils from the

Dookum Beds of upper Triassie age* The rocks in this are consist largely

of maroon clays and cross bedded sandstone* The area is one of comparatively

high relief end is being eroded, info a semi-badland topography* The object

of the unit is to collect a representative fauna from the Xrlassic rocks,

and to determine the vertical range of the fossils within the Xtoekum beds*

In the first excavations of this locality servers! limb bones, vertebrae,

partial jaws and preiaaxillari.es of Phytosaurs were found* Continued ex-

plorations over the area revealed a number of isolated hoses, mostly of

Phytosaur and Desmatosuehug* Within the same locality several pits have been

put down at places where bones war© found weathering from the rock* At

pit lo* 1 a partial skeleton of aosmatoguchus was collected* Host of the

vertebrae and the dermal plates were found, a® well as a few of tit© limb

bones and two or three teeth. The skull and jaw were not present within

the excavated, area* The skeletal parts were widely scattered, which

necessitated a large amount of excavation* This pit was abandoned as in-

practical to work*

At pit So* 2* which is about 1000 feet removed frees pit So* 1,

end about fifteen feet lower stratigraphically, an almost perfect Pfaytoeaur

skull was collected along with a few associated skeletal parts. Rather

WORK PROJECT NO. 13352



extensive excavations were ssa&o in this pit, but no other specimens of

Importunee were located*

At pit So. 3, located to the south of pits Ho. 1 end 2 and approxi-

mately forty feet lower stretlgraphically than pit So* 1* a Phytosaur skull,

jaw, and afm of the other skeletal elements were found* Extensive exca-

vations were made in the vicinity of this Had, and. within about 100 feet

from the Ffaytossrar skull the skull of a large amphibian, probably Buettaeria,

ms found. Both of these skulls are important scientific specimens and are

expeatally well preserved for fossils in the Texas Triassio*

At a fourth pit a short distance from pit So* 3* a large jaw and

several vertebra® ©f Pbytosaur were collected* This jaw is a very good

Specimen, and fortunately is almost exactly the si m to fit the fhytosuur

skull* It is possible that the jaw will fit the skull and will male© a eop-

posite mount suitable for rauoevsa display*

In addition to the excavating and collooting of fossils, rather

extensive reconnaissance mo done in the Otis Chalk area. Two promising

localities were found, one of which contains numerous parts of a small and

as yot non-identified reptile* This locality is by far the most promising

yet sem in the vicinity since the bones are in good condition and are

thickly concentrated within a assail area* Some of the vertebrae present

were seen to be articulated and limb bones found lying in each close associa-

tion that in all probability they belonged to the same specimen*
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WORK PROJECT NO. 13602

This camping unit, which is located at th© site of th© Odessa

Meteorite Crater some nine miles west of Odessa, was employing a total of

twenty-six certified and two non-eertifiod workers at the close of th® past

quarter-year#

During the three months period covered in this report the camping

arranges’enta were completed end extensive excavations werd made* Host of

the working tine was spent in excavating on the west rim of the crater and

in digging two line® of auger test holes across the basin of the crater*

The excavations were made for the purpose of exposing the edges of the

detritus-covered reek beds which were penetrated by the meteorite* 1 dis-

tance of cbout four hundred feet around the periphery of the crater was

cleared to the extent that the ends of the distorted rock beds can be

plainly seen, f groat deal of work remains to be done in order to expos©

the inner part of th® rim of the entire crater*

The two rows of test holes which were dug across the crater basin

by hand auger method were made for the purpose of determining the thickness

of fill at various places within the crater, and te locate if possible the

deepest portion of the crater* It is assisted that the min mss of the

meteoric iron drove itself for an unknown distance 'into the earth, but this

mass has not yet been reached by any test method* If by means of test

holes the actual loration of the meteorite cam ha defined, it is planned

to sink a shaft such as arc used in nines to the iron mss* By use of

shafts the min meteorite can be examined and studied, although it is hig

improbable that it can error be removed frees its resting place beneath the

earth, unless the rmss split into a number of corparatively snail pieces

after striking the earth. The test holes kw not as yet penetrated the
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entire thickness of the fill ever a good, part of the crater’s interior.

Hdrever, along the edges of the ©rater in at least three directions the test

holes roach solid roek and have eliminated this part of the crater frm. the

possible area in which the main mss is located.

I* digging away tl* debris fro™ the ed mn in the rla. numerous

quite snail fragments of the altered meteoric iron hare been found, but no

search has been ***<*'e specifically for wcteorite frag-’enis during the past

three months, since the principle object of the.project is to expose end

study the crater itself. However, it is planned in the next quarter-year to

start a detailed survey of the area surrounding the crater in an attempt to

locate as aaay as possible of the meteorite fragments which are known from

previous work to exist for at least one half MB from the actual crater.

These fragments, wfitoh were either traveling in a shower of stones aseea-

ponyimg the main fall or which were thrown off the main mass by crustal

explosion when the meteorite struck the earth, can be expected to be found

within few feet of the land surface. The several specimens collected in

the early part of the project’s operation were found buried beneath the

soil and usually immediately on top of the underlying bedrock. One of the

specimens* however* which has been located but not yet collected, was found

to be buried about; two feet in the solid rook and about 1000 foot removed

from the crater* This specimen was very isuoh larger than the fragments

which were found at a shallow depth, and consequently struck with force

enough to penetrate not only the soil but for e short distance into the

solid rock.
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View of the Odessa MeteroriteCrater.The trees are

growing on the fill which accumulated to a
considerable thicknessrd within the crater

Trench cut through rim of

Odessa Meteoirte Crater-
note old soil layer (dark)
at bottom of trench. The

overlying rock detrituswas

thrown over the soil by the

impact of thefalling
meteorite.
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Highly tilted limestone bes
which were displaced from
their orignal horizontal
position by the impact force
of the faĺing meteorite.
These beds were exposed by
excavation on the west rim
of the crater.

Uptilted limestone strata on the northwest rim of the Odessa
Meteorite Crater. Note the accumulation of secondary caliche
in center picture. In placer the caliche has accumulated
in such thicknesses as to completely conceal the surface
of the bedding planes.
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Two fragments of the Odessa Meteorite found in the near vicintiy
of the crater. about one-half natural size

Polished and stoned surface of a fragment of the Odessa Meteorite.
the Widmanstetten figures reflect the interval crystalline
arrangement of the meteoric iron
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This Hold unit, urhtch has been operating throughout the thros-

ronths period frost its base in peris, Texas, has exoarated in four loculi tie

in Lamar County# Staring the three months period nn evere *e of eleven

certified and one non-certified vrorkers were employed*

The greater part of the three months period was spent in oxcavail:

a

in the R carton locality, on® mile north of Roston, Texas* This sit© was

described in part in the last Quarterly Report. During the time that the

unit operated nt the Roxtcn pit over twenty fossil fish and lobsters were

collected* These fossils were invariably found embedded in ferruginous

concretion®, which at this site appear at scattered intervals in the cross-

bedded Taylor limestone* la addition to the fish and lobsters collected at

the Soxton locality some poorly preserved vertebra© of a moeesaur were

collected*

At a locality designated a* Site J, l-mimr County, approximately

one-half mile south of Atlas, ferns, ease expleS&tory excavailons wre sa.de

in the bank of a shallow creek, where foscil bones ’-'-ore found exposed, This

site was in a Pleistocene valley- fill, and yielded only a part of a lower

-jmr and one isolated staler of Bleplms* It was found that this site was sot

important enough to justify extended work#

She fourth location to be worked in Laser County tu at a o«a-

-meraisl gravel pit 2*5 idles northwest of Rsbersoa* Teams* and about eleven

miles northwest of Paris. At this sits a lwr jaw of t. baby mastodon and

a small limb lone of oe»el were collected from the gravel* This pit is ±a

a hiyli terrace of led liver. A number of fossils have been reported from

this locality in addition to thoed colleetad by the project. However* the

fossils are too scattered to make the pit worthwhile as a collooting site*
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Section in rock pit at Site- 1, showing fossil-bearing
limestone overlain by surface soil
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A partly cleaned Cretaceous lobster, Paleantacus,
from Site- 1, Lamar County

Cross-bedded limestone in the rock pit at Site- 1. The fossil fish and
lobsters are found imbedded in ferruginous concretions occurring at
the horizon indicated by the hammer in center of picture

Miles of rock which have been worked for fossil-bearing
concretions at Site- 1, Lamar County
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Two fossil Cretaceous fish partly worked out of
encloning concretions, from Site- 1, Lamar County
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This field unit ms open©'-: on lewssber 13, 1939* The unit base

is in Aspemoni, Texas, and the work has been confined to soireral localities

is Stonewall bounty.

During the six weeks which this xm.it operated in the quarter-

year covered in this report, approaei nately ninety specimen*, all from the

Pleistocene, were collected* The first site to be worked was on the

Bsldleraan farm* ten and one-half miles northwest of Aspemont and adjacent

to Highway Mo* 83* The formation worked at this site was the base of a

Pleistocene gravel deposit* Some three weeks were spent at Bite 1 in re-

moving overburden and collecting fossils. The specimens collected included

skulls* vertebrae, numerous teeth, and lirb and foot bones of Pison. The

fossils were, for the most part* in a broken sad scattered condition* 'but

e number of good specimens were also present* Judging from, the large nmber

of teeth found fit this site, at least twenty individual bison wore repre-

sented in the fossils collected* Ihe most significant end interesting

discovery at this sit© was -two spear points of the Turn type, which were

found embedded among the bison bones* it).© presence ef these two spears in

the fossil bed suggests that th© bison were killed by early men# This would

explain the unusual concentration and. broken condition of the bones since

there rmt no evidence of a water hole or other natural trap,

The next two sites t© he worked in Btonswe.il County were at places

where fossils had boon found weathering fro® the Pleistocene beds» Only

one elephant bon© wag found at these sites* the reminder of the material

being too scattered and fragmentary to be of value* Sit© 4# in the western

part of the county* yielded five good elephant bones* including two molars,

one limb bans* half of a lower jaw, end a portion of a tusk*

WORK PROJECT N0. 13815



Soma exploratory digging was made at a sit# designated as So* 5*

Tills site proved of little value and was abandoned* The supervisor of the

work unit has been locating as may promising silos as possible within the

county, W as yet has not had time far thoroughly testing the various sites

known by hist* Since a large part of Stonewall Counter is covered by deposits

of Pleistocene Age which p.ro being exposed b|
r orosional gullies at numerous

places, it is to bo expected that s largo number of fossil sites can bo

found within the county* Hi® reconnaissance ?that has been done to date

has resulted in the discovery of a number of such fossil localities and has

demonstrated the presence of & very large number of Pleistocene fossils*
%

particularly of the proboscidians* in Stonewall County*

Partly exposed group of

Bison, bones. Site - 1#

Stonewall County
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Partly opened excavation at Site - 1. Note abundance

of Bison bones exposed in foreground

Lower jaw end limb bones of elephant in plaster east,
Site -4, Stonewall County
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Tliis field unit, which is located in Zavala County with its

project baa© at Crystal City, started operations in the latter part of

December, 1933* The unit is employing twelve certified and one non-certified

workers in addition to a technician supplied by the Sponsor* This is a

mineral resources survey being- used for the purpose of locating sand, gravel,

and other road materials* In Zavala County such road materials are greatly

needed for the construction of the proposed roads and highways* The method

employed in searching for road materials is with an electrical resistivity

machine which is used to detect the presence of highly porous subsurface

strata* The machine is used to eliminate impossible areas from prospecting

and to select the more promising sites for sand or gravel* orkers are

employed in using the machine and in sinking test holes in the selected areas
- n

for the purpose of determininr the quality and the quantity of tho material*

Sins© this project operated for only e. few days* most of which time was

spent in preliminary recorrnaissauce, no results were obtained within the

cmrter-year cowered in this report.
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LABORATORY UNIT

The laboratory unit of the State-tide Paleontological Survey,

located at the Bureau of Economic Geology, Austin, Texas, is now well

equipped to care for the varied collections being received regularly

from the several field units* The quarter ending December 51 was the most

successful quarterly period of operation since the opening of the project

on June 15.

two large rooms are used for laboratory space and three others for

storing unprepared and finished materials* In addition to the small tools

issued to each worker, the work rooms are ©quipped with an electric drill

pros®, a dental drill and accessories, flexible shaft apparatus, an arc

welding unit, an electric grinder, a vise, an anvil, sad sand tables*

PERSONNEL

It the end of this quarter there were 57 certified workers assigned

to the project, 15 of whom case in the latter part of December and are

still in the elementary stage of training* The other 22 workers hare been

in the laboratory 5 months or longer raid are now able to do fairly good work*

Preparing fossil bones is a rather technical procedure, sometimes difficult

for the untrained worker to grasp, and there must be a long period of

training before any marked progress is made* All workers come to the project

at TO classification and as they laam the technique they are reclassified

according to the type of work they do, their interest, and their general

value to the project*

The individual project method of work is used entirely* Everyone

works in the mrm room but is occupied only with the specimen with which he

is working, and is taught to work with each specimen that he opens as
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carefully a® he would with on© of the best and most valuable in the laboratory*

The nature of this work also leads to specialisation* One worker my be

vary adept at piecing together small fragments, while another who doss not

have the patience sand aptitude required for such painstaking work may be

able to model and oarve well, and is a valuable man for doing restoration

work.

Each worker i® given a chance to try all of the different phases

of work don© la the laboratory, sad 1® then selected for the phase of work

in which ho has proves himself best fitted* Men who have worked a great

deal with their hands and have some mechanical knowledge seats to be Hi© beat

qualified for preparatory work*

Although the project has been to operation only 6 months, thro©

workers hare already qualified for the skilled rating* Gao of those workers

interested himself la the work to the extent of learning enough of the

scientific classification and nomenclature to handle quit© capably all

cataloguing of completed specimens* Another skilled worker studied scientific

literature on aosas&nr® and became familiar enough with the skull structure

of these animals to do a professions! job of preparing and restoring a

laoeasaur skull and jaws* Hi© other skilled man is a rood *ll around labora-

tory assistant and oan handle any situation that arises. He lias been very

helpful to th© project superintendent in training new workers.

Six men have been raised to the intermediate scale and naaj< of

the unskilled workers, no doubt, will progress sufficiently to warrant a

reclassification in the future«

MOBILE UNIT

S© determine the value of the ntsintern fossil localities reported

to the Bureau of Jcono'ie Geology, each site mast be investigated by s
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competent field man* In addition to detailed reconnaissance of each sit©

a certain amount of excavatin': must be done which requires the services

of fror two to five workers* As the laboratory is located in Austin near

the headquarters of the State-Wide Survey it ms decided to establish a

Mobile Unit as a part of the laboratory project* The field supervisor is

a non-certified man* well trained in geology and paleontology* and his crew

is drawn on a voluntary basis fro®, the certified personnel of the laboratory#

The sponsor furnishes a truck* equipment* and transportation expenses for

the unit#

The first trip of the Mobile bait was made in the latter part of

December to Eerrville whore an elephant tusk was collected, and localities

in San Saba and Mason counties were investigated a few days later#

PREPARATION

Hth field units located in different parts of the state end

collectin’ frees geological fomations of different ages, & greet variety of

fossils is being handled in the laboratory, they range in age fron Persian

to Pleistocene. These include primitive reptilian end amphibian naterial

from Persian rocks of Taylor County, Phytos&ur and aaphibian mterial from

Triassio rocks of Howard County* fish, moss-sonar and crustacean material

from the Cretaceous of Lamar County* proboscidean* hors©* camel* and other

aarsnalian fossils from the Pliocene of Bee 00121%* and a varied collection

of Pleistocene mammals from San Patricio County* the varied conditions of

preservation of fossils from these localities necessitate a correspondingly

wide range of preparation techniques in the laboratory*

felly a small percentage of the specimens prepared are museum pieces.

A fossil ay be very valuable from a scientific point of view and still have

no exhibit value* for jfiuseusa exhibits are prepared for the lay .public and
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and only those specimens which are nearly complete and well preserved ar©

suitable for display*

Several ver’ perfect specimens, the majority of which are skulls,

have been prepared and placed on exhibit in the Texas Memorial Kuseun* P

sloth skull, Megallic* jeffereoni, a horse skull, ' crus eemriicatus, and

an elephant skull, Marsisphag coli-rhi, wore prepared in the preceding quarter,

but were mounted *nc placed c:i exhibit durin, this period.

The specimens completed curia * this quarter which 'will be placed

©a exhibit incit’d© three mastodon mandibles, a rhinoceros skull, Aphelope

atotiluß, and a dog skull and later jaws, Aenooyon tyerrl. A mastodon skull

with tusks one lower jaws, f.stodon. t; u.ricanv.s, and a mosasaur skull and

laser jaw*#

One of the -astocon mandibles, a shovel-jewed 'type, Avebalodon

frleki, is u beawfcifuity preserved specimen.* Its total length is S ft* 2 in*

and the lower tuck®, when ottt or the oneloaing sheath, measured 42 Inches in

length* The other lesser jaws are of the short .jewed type, one a very large

specimen of IJeetodon amerieenus*

The Pleistocene locality in San Patricio County, near Ingleside*,

is yielcin 1 a great variety of well preserved fossils* The beet specimen

secured to date from this site is a large dog skull complete with laser jaws*

The skull is perfect except for one tooth and a portion of one sygomstie sureh*

It ms compared with a large skull of Cards dims from the laaeha ha Brea

tar pit.® of California and ms found to he considerably larger than the

California specimen* Several foot elements, ten vertebrae, and three li h

bones belonging to this animal were also prepared*

The jaesasaur ektsll and jaws which are rearing completion is an

unusually excellent specimen, end on® of the largest ever collected* It
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is ft part of a nearly complete skeleton collected from & Cretaceous forma-

tion on Onion Greek near Austin, Texas* The nastodon skull with lower jaw®

and tusks new being mounted will soon b® placed in the museum. This speci-

men tras badly distorted end damaged by erosion and it was necessary' to

restore geT®ral sitsing parts*

he stated above, the majority of the specimens prepared are not

suited for museum exhibition, but are valuable for the study collection.

Those specimens are prepared and stored- in such a manner that they are

available for study. Small specimens arc placed in drawers, and. the more

bulky ones on shelves, the collection is catalogued and indexed so that any

specimen can be located easily. Thirty-two tiers of shelves were built

during this quarter to provide storage facilities for this rapidly growing

collection.

The specimens which wars completed during this quarter are

tabulated belcwi

Artioaactyla

Bison Csmel
"""""

n*oot "bones
1 horn cor© 1 sjetapodial
8 teeth 22 teeth

1? vertebra© 2 lower jaws
7 foot elements 1 patella
5 htraeri £ astragals®
S scapulae 2 tibiae

3 metapodials 1 phalanx
1 calcaaeum

1 astragalus Ferissodaetyla
2 phalanges

Horse

hear 3 setapodials
I 'T rsetapodlal 4 lower jaws

9 teeth 22 foot bones
1 foot bone 1 tibia
7 antler prongs 1 oalcaneum
2 astragals© 2 vertebrae

1 oaleenae 1 patella
1 hiaserus 1 radius

1 ulna

1 hmsrttg

S 3 teeth
2 phalanges
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PerlsB©dactyls (cent*)

Rhinoceros Mastodon (cost.)
I"' xxbla ' r" 'll teeth

1 foot 'bone 5 palat«®
1 scapula 4 tusks
1 skull 2 ribs

5 pelvic closests

Tapir 2 madibl®®

jw® (complete) 2 ulnae

1 radius

1 scapula
Carnivora

Elephant
Dog

~

Z 'fugles
~“l skull 3 teeth

2 lower jews 1 tibia

2 ulnae 2 lower jews
1 humerus 1 femur

5 vertebra®

IS phalange® Mastodon or elephant
IS foot elements So vertebrae

6 lower jaws
Sat (Smilodon) 2 scapulae

1 lower jaw 14 ribs

1 large canine tooth 1 huaern*

1 tibia

Fox 3 ulna®

1 lower jaw 3 tusks (fra .-•.■leiiis)
2? tooth

Edentata 3 pelvic element®
7 foot bones

Sloth

"’""lT*rert©bra®

3 phalanges Rerttlia
1 rib

1 astragalus Pelyeosaur
5 sietapodials
1 fasmr 2 tibia

1 tibia 2 lower jaws
1 foot bone

Grlyptodon C vertebra©

numerous dermal plate® 1 scapula
1 maxillary
several neural spins®

Proboscides
Snake

; lastedon Tvertebra
Sfe' 1"Vertebrae

2 sacra Turtle
9 feraora ITph&laax
2 huaari ' 2 limb bones

3 fibula© 1 plastron
6 tibia® amorous carapace fragmenIts

19 foot bones

Kosaaaur

6 vertebra©

skull fraga@»t#
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Avea Amphibia Rodontie

11 miscellaneous bones 1 lower jaw
”

r"tooth

sum toto——- 486

CATALOGUING

Card Indexi—A card index system'is used for a catalogue record of the

prepared fossils* A card bearing all essential data is made for each

completed specimen*

BUREAU OF ECOROHIC GEOLOGY

7ERT2 RATE PALEOTTTOLOGIO fL COLLECTIOHS

Umber s 50967 » 23u

hosori;-A"l'oa'tPhalaiix, "dY.-~it 11, Yeft "larmg« .1rth
Localityi » ,Todforcx Tarn," San ■ strtclo Co.*"
Tforitoat Pleistocene

Field number s

""

S P 1 '
Sollector t £ YMttg

~

• rep&r&.tor t Srees ll’-19~5?

Time spent In hrs>
' ~~~

CoKipletod specimen located in

(drmrer or shelf umber) t D 54

Six hundred and twnaty-thre© epeeimen cards were Bade furing this quarter.

Before a sped non can b® catalogued it must be identified which

often requires considerable research ir. scientific literature. £ repre-

sentative collection o-f paleontological papers are kept in the laboratory

ad publications in The University of Texas library are also available.

It Is often ©asi@r to Identify fossil bones if corresponding parts

of Eeeent skeletons are available for comparison* As an aid to identifica-

tion, a collection of the skeletons of Recent aaimls was begun during this

quarter and to date twenty-four skeletons have been catalogued and placed in.

Recent study collection*
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Systematic Catalogue*—-Besides the card index to specimens according to

locality* a second catalogue is kept in which each specimen is systematically

listed according to the type of animal to which it belongs* This catalogue

is an 8 x 11** loose leaf notebook in which one or more pages is assigned to

each type of animal which has been collected* Ail remains of a given

animal are listed on the proper pay®, regardless of locality| the number

provides a quick index to the card catalogue which supplies the remaining

information. Thus, the specimen mentioned above is entered on the-peg©

assigned to "ground sloth" as follows*

50987 - 258* Phalanx, digit IX, left nanus.

This catalogue is of use in several ways t If one desires to know

whether a given tone of some type of animal is in the collection, * quick

inspection of the page assigned to that anfoal in the systematic catalogue

will give the answer* It Is also the quickest mottos of determining from

which loeelities any type of aninal has been, obtained* ITithont such a record,

a stranger would bo unable to str';.© use of the collection for stu§y purposes

without groat loss of time*

Photograph kilo* —ln order to prosarv® a visual, record of various stages

in the preparation of important specimens* and also to have on hand pictures

of good specimens for illustrative purposes or as aids in preparing similar

fossils which my be brought in, photographs ’are made regularly of such

fossils* The pictures are taken ia the laboratory on SS to* film* A print

is made, and filed together with the negative, in an envelope bearing the

specimen number and brief description* Negatives are thus available for

quick printing whoa needed* The file includes general laboratory Photo-

graphs end -other pictures likely to be of use*
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MISCELLANEOUSACTIVITY

Twelve truck loads of unprepared fossils isere received fro® the

field units during this period® Since the laboratory is situated on the

second floor of a building which has no elevator, largo specimens must be

put on skids and pulled up the stairs by means of a block and tackle*

Considerable time is required to unload the trucks and place the fossils

in storage roeras adjoining the laboratory*

severe! nm workers ware added in Becamber, one of the work

rooms ms enlarged by removing a partition and several cases of materials

which belong t© the sponsor* Eight sand tables were also built for the

nm workers*
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